WHERE: SAN DIEGO H & M LANDING

WHEN: SEPTEMBER 20-22, 2024

THE 2024
ROSENDIN OFFSHORE FISHING CLASSIC

BENEFITTING
THE NAVY SEAL FOUNDATION

WHERE: SAN DIEGO H & M LANDING | WHEN: SEPTEMBER 20-22, 2024
Rosendin Renewable Energy Group’s 2nd Annual Offshore Classic Benefiting the Navy SEAL Foundation

Details:
+++LIMITED CAPACITY EVENT +++

Leaving from the H&M Landing in San Diego, the Offshore Classic will be the second annual fishing trip hosted by the Rosendin Renewable Energy Group. All proceeds will go to the Navy SEAL Foundation (NSF), an organization Rosendin is excited to support because of the important work they do to support Navy SEAL active members and veterans.

The trip will be a competition between 16 Teams on (2) two separate boats, the Constitution and the Horizon. This event begins with a check in and cocktail hour Friday evening September 20th to kick off the event. The fun continues as the boats depart from H&M Landing around 8pm. We'll return to port the following Sunday morning and closeout the Tournament with an awards ceremony.
2024 Sponsorship Opportunities

**Tournament Angler Sponsorship**

**Alpha Sponsor - $11,000 (2 Available)**
Team of 4 anglers
Team Participants will receive:
- (4) NSF/REI Custom Seeker Rods with Shimano Reels
- Commemorative Boat Flag
- First team on board to choose bunk spaces
- NSF/REI Event Shirt

**Bravo Sponsor - $7,000 (14 Available)**
Team of 3 anglers
Team Participants will receive:
- NSF/REI Event Shirt

**Off Duty Sponsorship**

**Cocktail Hour Sponsor - $3,500**
- NSF/REI Event Shirt

**Tackle Sponsor - $3,200**
- NSF/REI Event Shirt

**Galley Sponsor - $2,500 (2 Available)**
- NSF/REI Event Shirt

**Awards Sponsor - $2,500**
- NSF/REI Event Shirt

**Fish Cleaning Sponsor - $2,000 (4 Available)**
- NSF/REI Event Shirt

If you are unable to participate but would still like to support the event, please select the “Off Duty Sponsor” interest.

Teams will be reserved on a first come, first serve basis. Please complete the registration form on the next page.
REGISTRATION FORM – ROSENDIN FISHING TOURNAMENT

General Information  Entry Deadline Friday, July 26, 2024

Contact Name ____________________________

Title and Company ____________________________

Address ____________________________

City/State ____________________________

Phone ____________________________

Email ____________________________

Sponsorships:

Anglers  Off Duty

Alpha Sponsor $11,000  Cocktail Hour Sponsor $3,500  Awards Sponsor $2,500

Bravo Sponsor $7,000  Tackle Sponsor $3,200  Fish Cleaning Sponsor $2,000

Galley Sponsor $2,500

Anglers

Angler 1 ____________________________ Shirt Size ___  Angler 3 ____________________________ Shirt Size ___

Angler 2 ____________________________ Shirt Size ___  Angler 4 ____________________________ Shirt Size ___

Payment

All checks payable to: Rosendin
Credit card payments: Contact Neva Whetsel at 657.276.0712 or request a credit card authorization form from nwhetsel@rosendin.com

Completed forms can be mailed to the address listed below or can be emailed to nwhetsel@rosendin.com

Rosendin
1730 South Anaheim Way, Anaheim, CA 92805
Attn: Neva Whetsel, Rosendin Renewable Energy Group